The dynamics of W382F/W384F mutant is very close to W382F mutant, which implies that W384 does not involve in photoreduction of neutral semiquinone flavin. Therefore, we first studied the W382F mutant which only involves the lumiflavin and adenine moieties of FADH • . Since the dynamics of all single steps follow a stretchedexponential decay ( ), we can acquire the rate equation as:
Assuming that the effective lifetime of LfH •* is  l , (k 2-1 -1 , ps) and the forward and back electron transfer with the adenine moiety takes k [2] [3] -1 and k 3-1 -1 ps, respectively, with a stretching parameter  1 , the rate equations for W382F can be written as:
Combining with equation S29 (see below), we then solved the k 2-3 and k 3-1 from the transients at various wavelengths containing signals of these species.
In W359F mutant, the W382 residue is involved in the ET networks with forward ET in k [2] [3] [4] [5] -1 and k 5-1 -1 ps, respectively, with a stretched parameter  2 (also for all other channels thereafter). We did not observe any involvement of W316. Thus, the rate equations for W359F can be written as:
Therefore, combining with the mechanism and dynamics summarized before for the W382F mutant, we solved k [2] [3] [4] [5] , and k 5-1 in this mutant.
Then we introduced W306F mutant, which extends the ET network to W359 but still excludes the W306 residue. Thus, the kinetics can be solved for W306F by the following equations:
The k 5-7 , k 7-5 , and k 7-7' are solved using the W306F mutant. The rest of electron tunneling between W359 and W306 with k 7-8 and k 8-7 can be solved through the EcPL with the intact electron network: 
Before pump excitation, the only species probed in the system is the neutral semiquinone LfH • with a concentration of n 0 . According to the Lambert-Beer's Law, the difference absorption signal after excitation then can be obtained as:
The excited LfH •* , cationic adenine radical and various tryptophanyl radicals can be probed at all wavelengths, while the ground state LfH • absorbs light below 680 nm. Also, we captured the signal of neutral W359 • at shorter than 580 nm and the LfH 
